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OBJECTIVES OF THE EVENT: Approximately every 4 - 5 minutes you will have a short animation; your
agent will walk down a street and the event will change. They will pick up a mug and walk to a

nearby fence. The fence will open up and you agent will go into that backyard. They will be carrying
a box and go to the fence where they will open the box. From the box they will find a blue milk can

and go to the porch of the house. The agent will come out of the back yard and go back to a
backpack.…and I thought I’d made it! The tiny rolling suitcase that I packed 2 years ago and put in

the back of my car in preparation for living our adventure was due to arrive a few days ago! The one
which will become increasingly inconvenient over the next 5 months was finally here! It’s now

parked in a corner of the living room waiting for who knows when. Just in case, I’ve now made it a
permanent resident… The first thing I brought in was my laptop. It’s nice to have a base to carry my
suitcase around with me and I’ve put a few notebooks and my sketchbook in it too. I’ve also set out
the watercolours and got out the magazine clippings and other art materials I need to work on daily.

Moving to the kitchen, I’ve now transferred my stove and fridge (stolen from a friends kitchen 2
years ago). I’ve packed my food away in coolboxes and put it into the fridge. I’ve made sure I have
enough thermal blanket and sleeping bag to deal with the weather. I’ve made it halfway in my plan

to convert my under cabinet oven into a winter oven. I’ve got a petrol stove and some large pots and
pans I want to give a try. I’ve got a water filtration pump I picked up from the Fete du Lavoir market

that has been ticked off the list of things to pack.module.exports = [ ['expect', 'expect undefined
function expect'], ['expect', 'expect undefined function expect.to.throw', 'AssertionError',

/expect\.to\.throw\(\)/.test(str)], ['expect', 'expect undefined function expect.to.not.throw', 'Assert
c6a93da74d
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